Abstract. Network survivability has the characteristics of complexity, dynamic evolution and uncertainty, which has become one of the most important factors for analyzing and evaluating network performance. Network survivability analysis and evaluation is a process of analyzing and quantifying the degree to which network system can survive in network threats. This paper proposes a novel network survivability analysis and evaluation model.Firstly, network survivability is abstracted as a dynamic game process among network attacker, network defender and normal user, thereafter network survivability evolutionary game model is established and network survivability analysis algorithm is proposed based on the game model. Secondly, the survivability characteristics of the network can be measured and evaluated based on the analyzed information based on the proposed immune evolutionary algorithm for network survivability metric weight solving and network survivability evaluation method using multiple criteria decision making. Finally, the proposed network survivability analysis and evaluation model is experimented in a typical network environment and the correctness and effectiveness of the model is validated through experimental analysis.
Introduction
With the rapid development of network technologies and wide popularization of network applications, network scale becomes more immense and network configuration becomes more complex, network security has become the emphasis of national security strategy. Network security technology research is developing from traditional intrusion defense, intrusion detection to intrusion tolerance, and moving toward the direction of supporting network survivability from network isolation and network assurance. And the objective of network survivability is to guarantee the accomplishment of critical tasks in a timely manner when network suffers from intentional attacks or accidental incidents and ultimately ensure the adequate information availability and service continuance.
Currently, there is no unified definition of survivability. From the point of view of software engineering, the definition of survivability is [1] : the degree which essential functions are still available even though some part of the system is down. The research team from CMU/SEI argues survivability is the capability of a system to fulfill its mission, in a timely manner, in the presence of attacks, failures, or accidents [2] . Network survivability analysis and evaluation is in essence a process of confirming the degree which the survivability technologies and mechanisms can defend network threats. The survivability characteristics of network can be measured, analyzed and evaluated based on the model and extracted information.
The current research of network survivability includes the following three aspects: 1) Network survivability evaluation model based on the system structure [3] [4] [5] . The modeling of physical structure of network is the early modeling techniques for survivability analysis, for instance, the usage of graph theory to represent network topology, etc. This modeling method is static and problem specific, however it is difficult for modeling large-scale network systems and the analysis techniques of the model are also very complicated and hard to understand. 2) Network survivability evaluation model based on the system state [6] [7] [8] . These evaluation modeling methods generally define system states firstly, and then analyze system survivability based on varieties of system states. It generally uses finite state machines, markov chain etc. to describe the models. These methods are beneficial for the analysis of dynamic behaviors of the system, but they need the understanding of system implementation in detail. 3) Network survivability evaluation model based on the system service components [9] [10][11] [12] . These models focus on the service components provided by the information system, simplifying and modeling the system according to the related system service components, which is usually described as a tree-like structure. These methods are more concerned about the service performance of the whole system which have a more widely usage perspective, however the conversion from the system services to the evaluation model is a difficult problem.
Network survivability has the characteristics of complexity, dynamic evolution and uncertainty, the goal of network survivability analysis and evaluation is to find the satisfactory solutions from the limited schemes in the given conditions and constraints. In this paper, we propose a network survivability analysis and evaluation model considering the dynamic evolution of network survivability, and validate the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed model through experimental analysis.
Network Survivability Analysis and Evaluation Model
Network systems are generally in the process of dynamic and continuous variations, network nodes are interconnected for fulfilling information distribution and sharing. Network system usually suffers from various kinds of attack threats. In case one node in the network is successfully compromised, this threat can be propagated to other nodes connected with the compromised node, so as to make these affected nodes meeting similar security threats. Meanwhile, network threats themselves are generally dynamic and evolutionary, which continuously change their threat levels and produce different losses accordingly. Therefore, it is inadequate for analyzing the survivability of network nodes statically and individually when analyzing the holistic survivability of network. It requires that network survivability analysis process should be considered the dynamic evolution and propagation of network threat, so as to determine the influences about the network survivability. In this section, we define the relevant concepts and propose network threat evolution model based on network threat evolutionary behaviors and threat propagations.
A. Network Survivability Analysis Based on Evolutionary Game Theory Game theory is a method of studying strategic decision making. Game theory is mainly used in economics, political science, and psychology, as well as logic and biology. Recently, game theory has gradually been used for network security analysis. For instance, Sallhammar et al. utilized game model to analyze attacker intentions [13] , Shen Dan et al. established a markov game for cyber situational awareness [14] . The above mentioned research work regards information security problems as the dynamic game between attackers and defenders, and investigates information security problems from the interactions between attackers and defenders and the corresponding strategy enforcement. However, currently research work generally aims at certain security techniques or analyzing certain security metrics, it still lacks of systematic analysis and research about network survivability. In this paper, we abstract network survivability as the dynamic game process among network attackers, network defenders and network normal users considering the dynamic evolution of network survivability, and establish network survivability game model for each threat t in the set of network threats.
Definition 1 (Network Survivability Game Model, NSGM). Network Survivability Game Model can be represented as a 5-tuple,
refers to the set of game players, in which a refers to network attacker who usually behaves as network threat and compromises network object through threat propagation and dynamic evolution, d refers to defender who protects network object through mending network weakness exploited by threat or cut off the propagation paths of the threat, and n refers to neutral network user whose behaviors generally affected by network attackers and defenders. 
refers to the payoff functions of game players selecting strategies for calculating gains and losses of each game players, in which: a u refers to the payoff function of attacker represented as network losses, since the goal of attacker is to compromise network in maximal degree; d u refers to the payoff function of defender represented as the reduction of network losses due to network manager adopting network protection scheme, since the goal of defender is to alleviate network losses caused by network attack in maximal degree; n u refers to the payoff function of neutral user represented as the degree of normal network user utilizing network services, since the goal of neutral user is to make use of network resource in maximal degree.
Network survivability analysis is the iterative process of each player selecting behaviors from behavior space based on the current states of network, network transferring to new states, and each player making decisions according to the newly transferred states. For each threat t , three game players select respective strategies and obtain their payoffs. Each player maximizes its strategy selection based on the respective payoff function. Network state at time k is represented as TEM t k + , and the transition probabilities of network states are determined by survivability game strategy selection.
Suppose game players select respective behaviors in the condition of game equilibrium, due to the characteristics of dynamic variations of network survivability and interactions of multiple factors. The above mentioned network survivability game process can be regarded as the three roles nonzero complete information static non-cooperative game approximately, the strategies of attackers, defenders and neutral users are not transparent among each player. One of the objective of network survivability game model calculation and analysis is to predict the probability vectors of each player and network state transition probability p .
Network survivability game process is described as following: Suppose network threat evolution model TEM is established for certain threat t in network threat set. The three game players are attackers, defenders and neutral users, the behaviors of attackers are represented as propagating threat t to un-infected nodes according to TEM , the behaviors of defenders are represented as preventing threat t through performing network survivability schemes, the behaviors of neutral users are represented as normal network users increasing or decreasing network access, and network states are represented as all possible states of TEM . Each game player dynamically selects its behavior according to network states and its payoff function, and network transfers to the next state in certain probability according to the effects of each player's behaviors. 
accordingly. (2) At time 1
k + , threat t propagates to network object 2 O , where the defender performs protection strategy aiming at 2 O , and neutral user selects corresponding strategy based on network state, therefore they gain payoffs respectively. Then network state transfers to 1 k s + , which represents the success or failure of threat t propagating in the direction.
(3) Network continuously changes its states according to the above mentioned process. For network survivability game process with limited steps ( i steps), the process of network state changes firms a tree style structure from time k to time k i + , and each path from root node to leaf node means a possible network state change process.
For a threat t in the set of threats that network suffers, the influence over network states produced by threat t propagation is analyzed, network survivability game model is constructed, and equilibrium strategy of network survivability game is calculated. Finally, the changes of various transient and steady survivability parameters are analyzed based on the game model.
B. Network Survivability Evaluation based on Immune Computation Theory
Forming metrics system and determining the metrics weight are the basis for network survivability evaluation. In the process of network survivability evaluation, as pointed out in previous section, network survivability is a concept of relativity concerned with an organization. Each organization has its own understandings and preferences for the network survivability attributes, such as the identification, defense, response and recovery of the network threats. There are also different choices in the determination of key nodes and risk factors etc. Therefore accurately computing the metrics weight is an important problem to be solved. At present there have been many methods of determining weight, such as expert evaluation, analytic hierarchy process, entropy weight etc. These methods depend heavily on the knowledge and skills of the experts and have definite limitations such as high accuracy of the data acquisition etc., which couldn't adapt to the complex and dynamic characteristics of the large-scale network.
Network survivability evaluation is as complex problem which involves various aspects such as technologies, organizations, and external environments etc. For the reasons such as incomplete understanding, ambiguity of experience and intuition, it only gives a fuzzy range to the judgment of problem and the determination of evaluation data, thus indicates as an interval number. Therefore, in network survivability evaluation, determine metrics weight with interval numbers is more in line with the actual quantitative judgment. In this section, we use interval number structure expert judgment matrix, making it more suitable for the expression of the uncertainty of reality and the ambiguity of expert experience. And by using immune evolutionary optimization mechanism, we propose the algorithms to compute weight vector of the interval number judgment matrix.
With the immune memory mechanism, immune evolution can construct the immune operator and form the immune vaccine and optimization strategy through the effective usage of apriority knowledge. It keeps elite individuals and discards bad individuals and at the same time maintenances the diversity of individuals, effectively overcomes early maturity and degradation in global search process, and improves the convergence of search process [15] . For the reference of immune evolutionary, an intelligent optimization method for solving the weight vectors of interval number judgment matrix are proposed, with the global convergence ability of the immune system, it can calculate interval numbers of the weight vectors efficiently [16] .
In immune system, antibodies realize the detection of antigen and help immune cells eliminate antigen. Once the antigens are detected, the cloning amplification is happened and produces large amount of antibodies. Then the antibodies will experience high frequency mutations. After the antigens are eliminated, the antibodies which with the lower affinity to antigen will be eliminated from the dynamic augmentation antibody library, and then the stability of antibody population will be achieved. At the same time, through the immune memory mechanism, advantage antibodies will be retained and obtain the quick response ability when experience the immune response again. In the optimization problem of solving the weight vectors, the objective function is antigen, and the judgment matrix with random certainty is antibody. Through the various immune operators to generate and keep the antibody and immune memory, antigen will be discovered, thereby quickly solve the weight vectors of interval number judgment matrix. Some of the concepts and operators involved in the algorithm which proposed by this paper to solve the weight vectors of interval number judgment matrix are described below： (1) Antibody encoding method: The encoding method of the antibody is matrix and is consistent with the judgment matrix in the form, namely, with the same dimension. The encoding of the matrix component is real number, and each value is ascertained with the interval number. The antibody encoding method can completely traverse the matrix space which is determined with the interval number judgment matrix.
(2) Affinity function: Using the target function as affinity function, and the satisfied consistency condition as eliminate operator to realize the elimination of antibody. 
Experimental Analysis
We choose a small network environment with three kinds of survivability policies, and measure the values of survivability metrics under the same network attack. The test scene is shown in Table 1 . Test scene with its configuration is shown in Table 1 , which includes target aspect, attack aspect, and survivability policies. Three kinds of survivability policies are "Backup" strategy (solution 1), i.e. to use backup connection as soon as the link is broken, the "Round" strategy (solution 2), i.e. to
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Instruments, Measurement, Electronics and Information Engineering round the broken link by other way, and the "Repair" strategy (solution 3), i.e. to repair the connection as soon as the link is broken. Three policies all include recognition and killing off the worm virus. We consider eleven metrics, including 4 availability metrics, 3 controllability metrics, 2 robustness metrics, and 2 adaptability metrics. Availability metrics are Service Response Time (SRT), Network Link Degree (NLD), Throughout (THT), and Delay (DLY); controllability metrics are Threat Sensing Time (TST), Fault Trace Time (FTT), and Source Isolated Degree (SID); robustness metrics are Service Redundancy Degree (SRD) and Network Collection Degree (NCD); adaptability metrics are Service Construction Time (SCT) and Topology Reconstruction Time (TRT). In the experiment, we firstly construct network survivability game model, and then utilize the model to analyze the above listed survivability metrics based on the measured performance data. For instance, the change of SRT parameter value is depicted as Fig. 1 . Figure 1 .
The values of SRT demonstrating the changes of network survivability.
From Fig.1 , it shows that the survivability of solution 1 is the best in the optional solution set. Effectiveness of the proposed analysis model and approach is validated through the experiment.
Conclusion
Network survivability analysis and evaluation process is very complex in confirming the degree which the network survivability technology and mechanism can defend network threats, considering the characteristics of network dynamic evolution and behavior uncertainty. In this paper, we propose a novel network survivability analysis and evaluation model based on evolutionary game theory and design the immune evolutionary algorithm for network survivability evaluation. Our future research will be focused on optimizing the proposed network survivability analysis and evaluation model for adapting complex network environment, investigating the testing methods of various network survivability metrics, and carrying out extensive experimental analysis to validate the effectiveness of the model.
